Panel Track or just, “Track,” as it is referred to in the trade, is the key component of the Fabricmate ‘Site Fabricated’ Wall Finishing System. The track defines the area to be covered, surrounds the backing and provides a framework in which the fabric cover is inserted, firmly held and stretched over the wall surface. This allows for changeability.

Fabricmate track is available in either a beveled or square profile, ½” and 1” heights as well as in various colors. Front-loading tracks are the most popular but we also have side-loading tracks for instances when a fabric covered edge is preferred.

COMMON EDGE PROFILES & COLORS

FS105 IN NATURAL  FS100 IN BROWN  FS110 IN BLACK  FS150LF IN BROWN

FS200 IN BROWN  FS230 IN NATURAL  FS250 IN BLACK  FS280 IN NATURAL

COMMON LAYOUTS FOR SITE FABRICATED WALL FINISHING SYSTEM

4' X 12' MARKER BOARD  4' X 12' MARKER BOARD

SINGLE BAND HORIZONTAL TACKBOARD LAYOUT  HORIZONTAL 2 BAND RAILROADED

VERTICAL MULTI-PANEL LAYOUT  HORIZONTAL 3 BAND RAILROADED
## Component 1: Track / Frame Systems

### 1/2” SQUARE PROFILE
- **FS105**
  - 1/2” profile
  - Low-reveal leg
  - Ideal for use around door jambs and windows or as a Perimeter Piece

### 1/2” BEVELED PROFILE
- **FS200**
  - 1/2” profile
  - Creates an attractive beveled edge for the Perimeter

### 1” SQUARE PROFILE
- **FS155**
  - 1” profile
  - Low-reveal leg
  - Ideal for use around door jambs and windows or as a Perimeter Piece

### SQUARE FRONT-LOAD REGULAR
- **FS100**
  - 1/2” profile
  - Our most popular track
  - Can be used as a Perimeter and Intermediate piece or for Inside Corners

### BEVELED FRONT-LOAD
- **FS105**
  - 1/2” profile
  - Low-reveal leg
  - Our most popular track
  - Can be used as a Perimeter and Intermediate piece or for Inside Corners

### SQUARE SIDE-LOAD
- **FS110**
  - 1/2” profile
  - Great as a perimeter piece
  - 8” of clearance required outside the track to install the fabric

### BEVELED SIDE-LOAD
- **FS210**
  - 1/2” profile
  - Great as a perimeter piece
  - 8” of clearance required to install fabric

### 1” BEVELED PROFILE
- **FS250**
  - 1” profile
  - Great as a perimeter piece
  - Creates an attractive beveled edge

### TECHNICAL CUT-AWAY
- **FS100 & FS200**
  - 1” profile
  - Creates an attractive beveled edge

### SPECIAL APPLICATION PROFILES
- **FP200**
  - 1/2” profile
  - Used for our Premade Panels & Modular Kits

### BEVELED CAP FRONT-LOAD
- **FP250**
  - 1” profile
  - Used for our Premade Panels & Modular Kits